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Access to Healthy Affordable Food for all:  where we are and what we need to do 
A Workshop hosted by the PEI Food Security Network 

Wednesday, February 16th, 2011 
The Farm Centre, Charlottetown 

 
WORKSHOP REPORT 

 
Participants  Mary Acorn, Jen Allen, Tracey Allen, Mathieu Arsenault, Jennifer Burgess, 
Ashleigh Butler, Betty Auld, Josie Baker, Marjorie Balderston, Jake Bartlett, Barbie Bevan, 
Harrison Blizzard, Elaine Bryenton, Irene Burge, Marie Burge, Megan Burnside, Jane Caiger, 
Bernadette Campbell, Charmaine Campbell, Randy Campbell, Wendy Chappell,  Leo 
Cheverie, Nancy Clement, Cheryl Cudmore, Gary Doiron, Phil Ferraro, Leo Garland, Sandra 
Gellatly, Donna Glass, Ron Kelly, Maureen Larkin, Jane Ledwell, Margaret Prouse, Margaret 
MacKay, Beth Manitopyes, Ann MacNiven, Anne Mazer, Chris Mermuys, Laurie Michael, 
Megan Mullally, Leeanne Myers, Doug Nicholson, Reg Phelan,Tony Reddin, Rita Redmond, 
Alex Scott, Jennifer Taylor, Debbie Thompson, Flora Thompson, Ann Wheatley, Donna 
Wigmore, Dawn Wilson, Stanley Wu, Jenni Zelin 
 
 
1.  Welcome  Tony Reddin opened the workshop with a song, and Chairperson Nancy 
Clement welcomed everyone and asked people to introduce themselves and say what had 
sparked their interest in attending the workshop. 
   
 
2.  Healthy Affordable Food for All: Where are we now? 
The full presentation by Dr. Jennifer Taylor (UPEI Department of Family and Nutrition 
Sciences) and Jake Bartlett (Institute of Island Studies) is available on the PEI Food Security 
website.  Jennifer started by talking about what we mean by “food security”.  Simply stated, 
it means that people can get enough affordable, healthy, culturally appropriate food.  
Jennifer talked about what happens when food security does not exist – people go hungry.  
Other effects:  nutrient deficiencies, anxiety and social exclusion. 
 
Jennifer and Jake presented information about factors that cause food insecurity.  
 
According to a recent report (The Cost of Poverty; 2010) by the Canadian Centre for Policy 
Alternatives, the number of people living on low incomes is increasing in PEI.  Vacancy 
rates are low, less than 6%, which means reasonably priced rental accommodations are in 
high demand.  The number of people using food banks has remained static, but the number 
of low-income workers using food banks has risen.   
 
It was suggested by one participant that the situation may be even worse than statistics 
would indicate, because many people rely on family members and friends for help - this is 
not reflected in any research.  It was also noted that on the day that Old Age pensions 
arrive, seniors go to the grocery stores in higher numbers - this is a visible measure of food 
insecurity.  PEI’s rates are higher than average 7.7 % and 2.9 % respectively. 
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According to the Canadian Community Health Survey 2007-08, about 5 % of Canadians 
experience moderate level of food insecurity and 2.7% experience acute food insecurity. 
 
PEI welfare rates increased slightly in 2010, but they are still inadequate.  The PEI Advisory 
Council on the Status of Women, in its presentation to the Social Development Committee, 
provided examples of budgets, based on realistic incomes and expenses of families reliant 
on welfare or low-waged jobs.  It was clear that once rent and utilities and transportation 
costs were taken care of, there was not enough left for adequate food from month to month. 
Jennifer gave examples of family’s strategies for managing food insecurity: 

 skipped or reduced size of meals 
 not eating for one or more days  
 lock up or ration food 
 write sick notes for school so as not to have to send a lunch  
 regular use of food banks 

 
Jake presented some information about grocery stores.  In the 1960’s there were 600 
grocery stores of various sizes in PEI.  The number dropped to 50 in 2006.  He noted the 
absence of any sort of grocery store in many rural communities, and the prevalence of the 
larger chains - Superstore and Sobey’s. Many of the few remaining independent grocers 
rely on those chains for their products.   
 
In summary, having a livable income is the most important determinant of access to 
healthy food.  PEI has one of the highest rates of food insecurity in the country – an 
unacceptable number of people don’t have access to healthy, affordable food.  Food banks 
provide emergency food but do not help achieve food security.  The underlying cause of 
food insecurity in PEI is inadequate income.  We need to change our broken food system. 
 
 
3.  Panel Discussion:  Food Costing and Food Skills 
The panel was moderated by Dr Jenni Zelin.  Notes from each of the speakers, including 
Jessica Dorgan-Trail, who was not able to join us due to bad travelling conditions, are 
available on the website.   
 
Food Skills:  The first speaker was Margaret Prouse, food columnist for the Guardian. She 
spoke about the relationship between food skills and food security.  Lack of knowledge 
about buying, preparing, cooking, storing and preserving food has an impact on what kinds 
of food people choose to buy.  With more food skills, you have more choice.  You can choose 
less expensive, less processed foods.  Research shows that uncertainty about cooking 
techniques, and lack of confidence results in limited food choices. A 2006 study of 
Vancouver families with children 2-5 years old found that people with less personal 
capacity in terms of cooking skill were 8 times more likely to report food insecurity.  
 
Margaret said people are not fully aware of the wide range of food that is produced in PEI.  
Island-grown foods tend to be whole foods, and require some skills to cook “from scratch”.  
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Regarding the reasons why food skills seem to have been lost, Margaret noted that, over 
the years, many good programs and services have been discontinued.  Agriculture Canada 
used to distribute excellent brochures, about preserving fruits and vegetables, or cooking 
pulses and dried beans, for example.  It used to be routine for governments to hire home 
economists.  And where home economics used to be a popular course in schools, it has 
become much less common and is simply not offered in many places. 
 
At the same time, advertising for processed foods has become prevalent, and there is a 
wider range of those foods every year.   
  
Food Costing:  Charmaine Campbell, from the Healthy Eating Alliance, was the next 
speaker.  Food Costing is the process used to determine how much it costs households to 
maintain a healthy (basic, nutritious) diet.  She gave three examples of methods of food 
costing: 
1. Nutritional food basket measure - measures trends at the grocery store, based on 67 

food items  
2. Participatory food costing - employs people affected by food insecurity to buy a basic 

food basket on a regular basis 
3. Market basket measure - based on 2 adults, 2 children - looks at income, and costs of 

food, shelter, clothing and transportation 
 
Food costing information is used to: 

• determine the cost of a basic nutritious diet 
• compare costs of a basic diet with income levels and other basic costs (i.e. shelter) 
• develop programs for people who are affected by food insecurity 
• influence health and social services policy 
Until 2005 the PEI government did its own food costing.  But since then, no data has been 
collected.  In 2009 there was renewed interest in implementing a new model for food 
costing and a working group was formed.  Several members of the Food Security Network 
were involved.  A small group of UPEI students researched various models and presented 
their results to the working group, recommending a participatory model (which is likely 
the most expensive option).  The working group is expected to present “something” in the 
spring of 2011.  Charmaine made the point that food costing needs to be put into action in 
order to get an accurate picture of what’s happening in PEI and in order to best serve 
Islanders who are affected by food insecurity. 
 
Discussion:  One participant made the point that food costing models typically deal with 
peoples’ basic needs.  What about those with special dietary needs, for example diabetes?  
Whole grain cereals, fresh fruits and vegetables - foods that are recommended for persons 
with diabetes - are very expensive.  Charmaine responded that if the basic food costing 
information is available, dietitians can use it when they work with clients who have special 
dietary needs.  There is a special diet allowance associated with the Social Assistance 
system but it is very low. 
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Jenni, the panel moderator, made the point that the cost of living is often said to be lower in 
PEI (which allows employers to defend low wages) but it is not.  The only cost that is lower 
is housing.  Food can be much more expensive than in larger cities in central Canada. 
 
Another participant reminded us that although we were talking about the situation in PEI, 
food insecurity is a global issue - one has just to look to Egypt and the important role food, 
or lack of food, played in the recent revolution.   
 
It was also pointed to the role of food processors - usually large multinational companies - 
on the food system - the profits they make in “adding value” hurt both consumers and 
producers.   
 
Another person noted that sometimes people can’t read, and this impairs their ability to 
use a recipe or read a label.  Literacy has an impact on food skills. 
 
Seniors are among those groups of people who may be particularly vulnerable to food 
insecurity.  Our national pension plan, the CPP, is one of the poorest among developed 
countries.  There have been efforts recently to expand the CPP - this could be one way to 
enhance food security for senior citizens.  
 
 
4.  Table Talk 
Marie Burge introduced the next activity.  Participants divided into groups, and at each 
table, discussed three questions: 
 How did we get to this condition? 
 Who do we want to reach with our messages? 
 What is our message? 
 How do we communicate the messages? 
Groups were asked to record their discussions on flip chart paper and post them on the 
walls for everyone to review over the noon hour. Jane Ledwell visited each table, to record 
some of the conversation.  She also  reviewed the flip chart notes at noon, and then 
presented a synopsis of all of the groups’ discussions after lunch.   
 
What was said: 
 
Question: How did we get to this condition? 
There’s been breakdown within food-based relationships in communities and society: 

• lack of livable incomes; low wages 
• loss of skills and knowledge of gardening and food skills as work outside of homes and off 

farms came to be more valued 
• loss of local control as a result of globalization; trade agreements favour imported food 
• consumer demands changed; community values shifted from sustenance and survival to 

entertainment values, and expectations of perfect-looking food 
• cheap food policy brought family farms into crisis, and supported corporate food and 

processed food to exercise their full power 
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• loss of understanding and knowledge of the true cost (and value) of food, while 
environmental degradation (from chemical farming, GMOs, overfishing, carbon 
emissions) became a cost we willingly accepted 

• profits in food system going to corporations “in the middle” 
• government policy pushed larger farms 
 
Question:  Who are we speaking to with our messages? 
• Eaters = Everyone 
• Policymakers 
• Community "leaders" 
• Health and education workers 
• Community organizations 
• Farmers and fishers who need hope 
• Storeowners 
• Children and youth 
 
Question: What is our message? 
Participants came up with lots of short, simple slogans to point to big ideas: 
• We Value Food 
• Simple Feasts 
• Back to Basics 
• Food First 
• Food Matters 
• Respect food – know where it comes from 
• Good Food Is Sexy 
• Food Is a Right 
• We Vote With Our Feet & With Our Food Dollars 
• Transfer to Local, Sustainable Food Production 
• There is a Crisis – We Need to Change – We CAN Change 
• There Is Food Insecurity - And There Are Solutions 
• No Band-Aids 
• No GMOs 
• Support Farmers and Fishers 
• Support Families 
• Build Community - Build Food Skills 
• End Poverty 
• Livable Income for All 
• End Corporate Control of Food  
• Buy Local Food - Governments & Institutions, This Means You! 
• Local Food Procurement, Local Food Sovereignty 
• We Need Healthy Food Policy 
• We Need A National Food Policy 
• It’s Cheaper to Create Access to Healthy Food Than to Pay Health Costs of Food Insecurity 
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Question: How to get these messages across? 
The themes at the tables were GRASSROOTS & GROUNDSWELL.  
Popularize the messages through: 
Political Action 
• Tell MLAs 
• Hold public meetings, rallies, and demonstrations 
• Make food security an election issue 
Schools 

• Bring back or re-strengthen home economics 
• Connect seniors and youth 
• Plant and tend school gardens 
• Have local, healthy food in schools 
Communities 

• Make good food more visible: farmers' markets, local producers, roadside stands 
• Have community meals, skills workshops, networks, community gardens or have "model 

communities" to show the way 
• Work with groups such as 4-H, Allied Youth, and the Women’s Institute, who are already 

active and engaged 
Media 

• Use the conventional media as well as social media and social marketing 
• Use "celebrity messages" 
• Tell our stories 
• SHOW OUR VISION FOR A BETTER FUTURE FOR FOOD 
 
 
5.  General Discussion 
After Jane had presented back to the group the results of their table talks, there was a 
chance for everyone to comment on what they had just heard, and identify some actions to 
move forward on the issue of access to healthy, affordable food.  Here are some suggestions 
that were made: 

• make food an election issue - ask for government’s plan for addressing food insecurity 
• Food Security Network put together a brief to present to government  
• use social media to build a coalition of like-minded groups 
• connect people who have skills with those who need to develop food skills - take 

advantage of local expertise 
• get funding to support projects such as these - look to Rotary Clubs, provincial programs 

that encourage “Buy Local” 
• more public awareness - make the language of food security more familiar to people 
• organize a workshop to be presented at soup kitchen 
• promote to the Department of Education the idea of schools growing and preparing food  

- engage students in hands-on activities 
• approach seniors’ centres, possibly about a greenhouse project 
• review all of the reports that government has produced about food & agriculture 
• get a seat on the PEI Federation of Agriculture 
• remember the current situation evolved over a long time - requires long-term planning 
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6.  Evaluation: 
Participants completed a written evaluation.  
 
They said they learned: 
• food prices will be increasing 18% in the next two years 
• the shocking amount of poverty and income versus costs for basic living 
• food security is an urgent issue - the importance of taking action 
• food security issues in PEI are connected to national and global issues 
• ending poverty is a food security issue 
• how food costing works 
• our culture discourages critical analysis of food issues, especially amongst youth 
• the level of food insecurity and of food bank use 
• we can change things 
• # of stores left in business 
• the extent of food security issues in PEI 
• Margaret Prouse’s food skills program 
• there are a lot of concerned people from different sectors & backgrounds 
• the idea that our loss of food skill was deliberately caused by industry-very interesting 
• awareness/reminder about lack of food skills 
• food insecurity is a national problem for a large segment of the population 
 
Some of the things people liked about the workshop: 

• cross-pollination of ideas 
• the statistics were very informative and provided a great foundation for the workshop 
• viewing the results after the table talk & Jane’s summary 
• the food was excellent 
• reminders of actions that are taking place and new ideas for action 
• the “listener”- great process 
• great participation of the group - enthusiasm of participants 
• networking with people with common concerns and ideas 
• “I could hear clearly” 
• general discussion at the end 
• Jennifer Taylor’s presentation 
• the variety of perspectives and the overall “open” tone 
• flexible schedule, allows for good discussion to happen 
• the structure; we kept to schedule 
• collaboration with like-minded people with different backgrounds 
• free flow of ideas at “table talk” and wrap up 
• good blend of discussions and presentations 
• lunch - I had some great discussions and it was delicious 
• people from many different areas of PEI 
• the presentations were really substantial - the expertise of the panellists  
• food connections between people and between ideas 
• food skills talk - Margaret Prouse’s presentation 
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Suggested improvements: 

• start some specific projects soon - meet to start planning 
• consider the (table talk) questions and explain why they are being asked 
• include people who are using food banks and soup kitchens 
• include personal stories in presentations & invite employers (of working poor) to hear 

the stories 
• get a sound system 
• start earlier and make it a half-day event 
• more discussion time  
• more time for next steps and actions 
• Farm Centre makes me feel ill 
• clarify table talk questions 
• critique government policy 
• more strategic planning re:future plans and organizing roles 
• more producers to attend 
• have the event at the soup kitchen 
 
Is there additional information that should be made available? 
• information about European experience 
• newsletters & updates from Food Security Network 
• media reports 
• an outline of the workshop ahead of time 
• more data 
• information about the working groups 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 





Jennifer Taylor
Jake Bartlett
Feb 16, 2011



 1. Accessing Healthy Affordable Food: What 
do we mean?

 2. What do we know?

 Low income

 Food insecurity

 3. Why limited/inequitable access?
 4. Sum up





 “exists when all people at all times have 
physical and economic access to sufficient, 
safe and nutritious food to meet their dietary 
needs and food preferences for an active and 
healthy life” 

▪ Canada’s Action Plan on Food Security, 1998 





Qualitative compromises in
food selection

Quantitative compromises in
food intake, hunger

Anxiety

Social exclusion

Dietary 
inadequacies









MacEwen, A. Cost of Poverty in PEI. Report 2011
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1.6 million
affected

900,000 
affected 











 6  food banks:

 Charlottetown:   Salvation Army ,  Upper Room Hospitality 
Ministry

 Prince County: Salvation Army, West Prince Caring Cupboard
 Kings County: Souris Food Bank, Southern Kings and Queens 

Food Bank

 2009: 2900 users; 38% children

 PEI Food Banks Association



 Insufficient quantity, quality, variety of food:

 “Supplies are running low at Charlottetown's food bank and it's 
hoping Old Home Week can help restock the shelves. “
 CBC Wed Aug 01, 07

 Tim Horton’s food drive down 75%. 'We've certainly come to depend on 
this drive.‘

 Mike MacDonald, P.E.I. Food Bank manager, June 20, 07
 Bread shortages due to increase flour prices, Spring 2008







PEI Advisory Council on Status of Women. Submission to the Social Assistance 
Act Review Committee on Health, Social Development and Seniors . April 15, 
2010

But even with an increase in rates…



Weekly:



 skipped or reduced size of meals

 eliminating snacking

 not eating for one or more days

 lock up or ration food

 write sick notes for school

 regular use of food pantries, food banks

 impact on spontaneous eating

 diet quality: highly processed food, dented, unfresh foods, 
unfresh fruits and vegetables, “refrigerator foods” limited

 ANXIETY about food





 18% increase in cost of food for family of 4  since 2002
 Cost higher in rural areas, small grocery stores



Accessing Food:
Access to stores with lower prices, more variety? 



Lge
grocery

Ethnic

Farmer’s 
markets

Small 
grocer



Lge
grocery

Ethnic

Farmer’s 
markets

Small 
grocer



But…inconsistent associations 
between the nature of food retail and 
vulnerability

Sharon I Kirkpatrick and Valerie Tarasuk (2010). Assessing the relevance of 
neighbourhood characteristics to the household food security of low-income Toronto 
families. Public Health Nutrition, 13, pp 1139-1148 



 Subsidized housing  important but not 
sufficient to protect families from food 
insecurity

 Low participation rates in community food 
programs- little or no protective effect

 Variation in heating costs among provinces 
important in explaining increase in 
prevalence of food insecurity





From PEI Throne Speech, Nov 2010

(...) in the New Year, my government will release a Poverty 
Reduction discussion paper that will begin the process, in 
consultation with Islanders, of examining further options to 
improve the well -being of Islanders who are vulnerable are in 
need. (...)

“...on April 1, 2011, my government will end the so-called 
‘clawback’ of the National Child Benefit from our families on 
Social Assistance. 



 PEI has one of the highest rates of food insecurity in 
the country
 Unacceptable # don’t have access to healthy affordable 

food

 Food banks provide emergency food but do not help 
achieve food security

 Underlying cause of food insecurity in PEI is 
inadequate income

 Movement to change our broken food system 
(addressed in previous workshops)



 Research leader: 

 Alison Blay-Palmer, Wilfred Laurier University, 
Ontario

 Study sites:  Waterloo, Ontario & PEI
 PEI Collaborators: 

 Pamela Courtenay Hall and Irene Novaczek, UPEI

 Indicators: food security, food system
 Report card re: food system sustainability
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PEI Food Security Network Workshop 
February 16, 2010 

Access to healthy, affordable food for all: where we are and what we need to do 
 

FOOD SKILLS 
Margaret Prouse 

When I speak about food skills, I think mostly about skills that people use to select, prepare 
and store food. The obvious set of skills is around food preparation, but it takes more than 
the ability to prepare foods to have good food skills.  

Do they know what they are buying? Do they know where it comes from? Is the dented can 
of beans, or the stale-dated yogurt a bargain? How would you cook that blade roast that’s 
on sale? Do they know what is in the prepared food that they purchase? Do they avoid 
selecting certain foods that they like, and can afford to pay for, because they do not know 
how to prepare them?  

When it comes to food preparation, do they know the meaning of cooking terms that they 
find in recipes? Can they tell the difference between boiling and simmering? Can they look 
at a food and imagine a few different ways to prepare it? Do they know what to do with 
leftovers?  Is soaking and cooking dried beans too much for them? Are they comfortable 
making substitutions? Do they have knife skills, or does it take all day to chop a few 
carrots?  

What about storage? Do they know which foods need to be refrigerated? Can they take 
advantage of seasonal produce, by preserving it? Do they know how to blanch vegetables? 
To use a boiling water canner? Are they aware that the only safe way to can clams is using a 
pressure canner?  What do they know about how long they can safely store foods in the 
fridge? 

Answers to those questions, and more, describe a person’s food skills.  

Fine, but what do food skills have to do with food security? They have a lot to do with it. 

To me, food security means being secure about your food supply. Mainly, I think about food 
security on a personal or family level. Are you and your family, or housemates, or partner 
secure about your food supply? Do you have enough safe, affordable, culturally appropriate 
food?  

I also think of food security in reference to our province and our country. How secure, or 
how vulnerable is our food supply? What would happen if the bridge were closed for a 
week? Is our food production in the hands of a few big businesses on the mainland, or even 
offshore? These are also important aspects of food security.  

The more food skills a person has, the more options he or she has. The research shows that 
uncertainty about cooking techniques, and lack of confidence results in limited food 
choices. A 2006 study of Vancouver families with children 2-5 years old documented that 
persons with less personal capacity in terms of self-rated cooking skill had 8 times the odds 
of reporting food insecurity.  
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Having good food skills means that you can choose less expensive foods, because you know 
how to use them. The more you know about foods, the more you can choose from the full 
range of what is available, instead of being limited to prepared foods, or convenience foods, 
or foods that you ate when you were growing up. You can buy a whole chicken because you 
know how to cook it, and aren’t restricted to boneless, skinless chicken breasts.  

Having good food skills means that when someone offers you squash from their garden, 
you can accept because you know how to use it. When a neighbour leaves you with a bag of 
tomatoes, you can make salsa, and feel secure that it will be safe to eat.  

People who don’t know how to cook “from scratch” follow the prevalent trend of buying a 
great proportion of prepared meals and take-out. For anyone on a finite food budget, which 
includes most of us, that means less food.  With your limited money, you can buy less food 
that costs more, or more food that costs less.  

Here’s another thing about having a limited food budget. You are reluctant to try something 
new- even a wholesome low-cost option- if you aren’t sure of yourself. What if it doesn’t 
turn out? That means wasting a valuable portion of your food resources. Better to avoid the 
risk, and stick with the things you always cook. I think that someone confident in their 
cooking skills, able not only to follow a recipe but to evaluate it, is more likely to give 
something new a try. 

On the bigger scale, food security means choosing foods grown by our neighbours, and 
paying a fair price for them. We cannot expect them to keep growing food as a charitable 
activity. If farmers and fishers cannot make a living, they have to find another job, and 
before we know it, PEI, the Garden of the Gulf, will not be looking after itself in terms of 
food production.  

Generally, Island-grown foods are whole foods. We don’t have a big food processing 
industry here. There are some value-added products, jam, cider, deli salads and such, but 
mainly cooking with Island foods is cooking from scratch. That requires food skills that may 
have been second nature to previous generations, but are not now. 

In my experience, Prince Edward Islanders are pretty well-educated about reading 
nutrition labels on prepared foods. There have been some pretty successful campaigns to 
help people learn this valuable skill. We can tell how much calcium is in the pudding, or 
whether the cookies have trans fats.  That is important in light of the trends toward buying 
prepared foods. 

On the other hand, I think that we could be doing a lot better when it comes to shopping for 
whole foods. Take meats and poultry, for example. They are expensive. In my experience, 
many people choose more expensive cuts because they do not know how to cook tougher 
cuts. They choose chicken breasts or legs because they do not know how to roast a whole 
chicken.  

In teaching the Simple Feasts community school program, I have found that most people 
are unaware of the full range of food that’s produced in our province. 

I think we have learned a lot about healthy eating, but that our food skills are perhaps 
lagging behind. Take the emphasis on fresh vegetables, for example. Baby carrots. How 
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many shoppers know that they aren’t really baby carrots, but big carrots that are carved 
into baby carrot shapes? That’s not a problem if you are making an informed choice, but if 
you are really limited in what you can afford, you could get a lot more carrots for your 
money by buying whole carrots and cutting them into carrot sticks at home. Think about 
salads. Is it necessary to buy imported lettuce in January? What about making salads with 
cabbage, or carrots or beets? 

How many ways can people serve winter vegetables? There are hundreds of things that you 
can do with them. They don’t have to be boiled. With more food skills, people know more 
ways to prepare inexpensive and nourishing foods, and they become more secure about 
being able provide their families with the required 7 or more servings per day.  

There are reasons of course. In most homes, parents work outside the home and find it 
difficult to find time to teach their children to cook. Home economics programs in schools 
have eroded. District home economist positions are long gone. Agriculture and Agri-Food 
Canada stopped producing consumer booklets on basic food preservation.  

While all this was happening, we were presented with a wider range of foods available year 
round, more types of appliances, greater pressure to make healthy choices, more skillful 
advertising, and less time for cooking. We, in fact, need more food skills to make the best 
decisions when shopping, and cope with competition for time and money. Meanwhile 
traditional sources have pulled back and offered less food skill training.  

But it’s not all bad news. Nature hates a vacuum. We now have rock star chefs who have 
made cooking sexy again, and some of them have made huge contributions. They interest 
people in food. I have found that many people, young people included, want to develop 
their skills. It’s our responsibility to make sure they have opportunities to do so.    



C H A R M A I N E C A M P B E L L

P E I  H E A L T H Y  E A T I N G  A L L I A N C E

F E B R U A R Y  1 6 ,  2 0 1 0

Food Costing: 
What is it? How is it used?



What is Food Costing?

Food costing is a process used to 
monitor how much it costs for 
individuals/households to maintain a 
basic nutritious diet.



N A T I O N A L  N U T R I T I O U S  F O O D  B A S K E T

P A R T I C I P A T O R Y  F O O D  C O S T I N G

M A R K E T  B A S K E T  M E A S U R E

Food Costing 
Tools



National Nutritious Food Basket

 The Nutritious Food Basket (NFB) is a survey tool that is 
a measure of the cost of basic healthy eating for people in 
various age and gender groups. 
 Includes 67 food items

 The NFB is calculated from the costing of foods that are 
reflective of Canadian eating patterns and buying habits. 
It also represents current nutrition recommendations 
from Eating Well with Canada’s Food Guide. 

 Developed in 1974 by Health Canada; recently updated in 
2008



Participatory Food Costing

 Participatory food costing is a method of conducting 
food costing that includes the participation of those 
most affected by income-related food insecurity

 Advocacy, Learning, & Empowering opportunity

 Common practice in Nova Scotia since 2002



Market Basket Measure

 Market Basket Measure(MBM) is a measure

of low income based on a basket of goods and 
services representing a modest, basic

standard of living (food, shelter, clothing,
transportation and other common expenses). 

 Its purpose is to measure cost for a reference family 
of 2 adults and 2 children

 Developed in 1997 by Human Resources 
Development Canada (HRDC)

 Data is available for purchase



How can food costing information 
be used?

 To determine the basic cost for an individual or 
household to eat healthy 

 To compare the basic cost of healthy eating with 
income and other basic living expenses 

 For program planning, to support and promote 
access to nutritious, safe, and personally acceptable 
foods 

 To inform policy decisions



The Nutritious Food Basket Cost 

for a Family of Four on Income Assistance in 
Nova Scotia (2008)

 The NFB has a reference family of four: 
 25-49 year old man 

 25-49 year old woman 

 13 year old boy 

 7 year old girl 

 The monthly Nutritious Food Basket for this NS 
family would cost: $673.62

Source: Cost and Affordability of a Nutritious Diet in NS, 2008 



The Nutritious Food Basket Cost 

for a Family of Four in Ottawa (2010)

 The NFB has a reference family of four: 
 31-50 year old man 

 31-50 year old woman 

 14-18 year old boy 

 4-8 year old girl 

 The monthly Nutritious Food Basket for this Ottawa 
family would cost: $723

Source: Ottawa Public Health Unit, 2010 



PEI Food Costing Update

 Food costing was conducted in PEI annually using the 
National Nutritious Food Basket for almost 30 years 
by the Department of Health and Social Services.
 Restructuring of department in 2005 froze the process

 A Food Costing Working Group was formed in 
December 2009. 





PEI Food Costing Working Group
Mandate

1. To develop a streamlined process to replace 
the former food costing process.

2. To maximize the value of the costing and 
minimize the financial and human resource 
expenditures.

3. To obtain approval from the Director of Social 
Programs and DSSS Senior Management Team for 
the streamlined process.



What can we do to ensure that...

 Food costing data is collected on PEI? And available to the 
public?

 All Islanders have access to basic nutritious diet?
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